STATE OF FLORIDA - ISSUED PERMITS

FDOT – UTILITY PERMIT
FDOT – DRIVEWAY PERMIT
FDOT – DRAINAGE PERMIT
FDOT – LANDSCAPE PERMIT
FDOT – CONSTRUCTION AGREEMENT
FDOT – TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION

FDEP – DOMESTIC WASTEWATER COLLECTION/TRANSMISSION
FDEP – DRAINAGE PERMIT
FDEP – DRAINAGE WELL PERMIT
FDEP – CCCL PERMIT
FDEP – NPDES STORMWATER PERMIT
FDEP – CLASS D WELL PERMIT
FDEP – ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE PERMIT

DBPR – PLAN REVIEW RESTAURANTS

FAA – BUILDING
FAA – CRANE

FDOH – POOLS
FDOH – KITCHENS

FWC – TURTLE PERMIT

SOUTH FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT – GENERAL WATER USE
SOUTH FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT - DEWATERING PERMIT

TOTAL PERMITS - 21
STATE OF FLORIDA – DBPR ISSUED PERMITS

RESTAURANT LICENSES

5 O’CLOCK SOMEWHERE BAR
FRANK AND LOLA’S
JIMMY’S SUNSET GRILL
LANDSHARK BAR AND GRILL
CHANGES IN LATITUDES – LOBBY BAR
LONE PALM BAR
MARGARITAVILLE CAFÉ
MARKET CAFÉ
GRAND BALL ROOM

TOTAL LICENSES- 9
BROWARD COUNTY - I SSUED PERMITS

BROWARD COUNTY DERD – STORMWATER
BROWARD COUNTY DERD – WASTE WATER
BROWARD COUNTY DOH – WATER MAIN EXTENSION
BROWARD COUNTY – TRAFFIC
BROWARD COUNTY – URBAN PLANNING AND REDEVELOPMENT PERMIT
BROWARD COUNTY – AIR QUALITY PERMIT
BROWARD COUNTY – LANDSHARK BAR AND GRILL – DERD WATER RESOURCES
BROWARD COUNTY – TANK MODIFICATION PERMIT

TOTAL PERMITS - 8
CITY OF HOLLYWOOD

PERMITS

DEMO\LITION PERMIT
MASTER BUILDING PERMIT
PLUMBING
MECHANICAL
FIRE
STRUCTURAL
ELECTRICAL
PLANNING
CRA
ENGINEERING
UTILITY/ DRAINAGE
UTILITY/ DRAINAGE WELLS
UTILITY/ SEWER
UTILITY/ WATER
THRESHOLD INSPECTOR
FUEL PIPING
IRRIGATION
FOUNTAIN
POOLS
FIRE SPRINKLER
MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC

TOTAL PERMITS - 21